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These esoteric groups accepted the participatory mode of thoughtnot so much
as an is sue of truth than as a voluntary mode of existence. In my opinion neither
Divine Purpose nor the scientific paradigm are viable today. But, contrary to
mostnew age thinkers I do not thinkthatmysticalparticipationis theparadigm
of new thought.

In fact, overcoming the dichotomy of human existence and the external
world is not desirable. It would reduce the possibility of trustworthy knowl-
edge and an rminformed mind would be happy to think of her/his subjective
feelings as truth without seeing the need for verification. In the modem
industrialized world, the destructive power of such confusions about knowl-
edge have been constrained by the grip of the scientific pmadigm on our
rational thinking. Treating knowledge as a private enterprise and dropping
verification from our corrnon sense may replace knowledge by ignorance.

We need to remember that the dichotomy of the scientific paradigm, by
emphasizing verification, has created an unprecedented depth in our under-
standing of the universe. Nonetheless, if we retain the epistemic dichotomy,
the question remains how we can overcome the dilemma of meaningl In my
opinion, whatourscientificinstitutions are doing, i.e., adding moreknowledge
of the external world to our repertoire does not solve this dilemma. The heart
of the dilemma is to find new ways to commwricate with the extemal world!

To communicate with other human beings and the external world is the
fundamental problem of our time. The dichoromy of subject and object,
observer and the extemal world, has brought us a tremendous wealth of
knowledge. To commwricate between subject and object can bring us a
tremendous wealth of meaning unprecedented in Scholasticism, materialism,
or mysticism. It will be like making love to the whole universe and what could
be more meaningful than such a symbiotic relationship.

Symbiosis is like the kind of resonance that one witnesses in the
whirling of two expert dancers (i.e., autonomous synchronicity). If one
can produce such an experience in nature, then life will take on a different
meaning. I wiII elaborate more on this issue later. Science of the Iast three
centuries sought essentially to understand the utilizable truth of the
external world when analyzing from object to subject. On the other hand,
when goingfrom subjecttoobjectcontroland predictabilitywere primar-
ily lntended. It is time to go from subject to object and witness the
vibration of the "giver,, and ..recelver.t'

The more we can develop our communication with the world, the more we
can find meaning in life. What I am proposing is not just a wish. A new field
ofknowledge has already uncovered a way to approach this new paradigm in
a very small domain. The field is called Neurolinguistic kogramming (NLp)
and there are many misconceptions about this field 0rat I need to elaborate on
my fascination!

To elaborate on my sense of communication and meaning, I would like to
provide a brief review on the basic tenets of this new development of
psychology, i.e., Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLp). NLp recognizes
three major categories of mental representation: Visual, Auditory, and Kines-
thetic. If you want to relate to a visual pierson, you need [o use visual mode of
communication. For example, use visual words or phrases such as 

..see," or
"look." Also note that visual people tend to look up to remember things, and
also breath with the upper portion of their chest. Similarly, there are clues for
auditory andkinestheticpeople thatcanbe used to recognize them. Now if you
use the correct mode of communication, the respondent will start resonating
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withyou. There are awiderangeof
applications for this discovery. Un-
fortunately, this discovery is being
used mostly for controlling situ-
ations and people.

The attempts to control
other human beings and nature are
not new and are as old as human
history. Management of human
beings and an expedient treatment
of n{ture *" 

""rt 
ul to manipud-

tion And prediction in "communica-
tion." My interest in NLP and Com-
munication is not from this tradi-
tional focus.
The discovery of what causes

resonance in human commtmica-
tion is tlie mostparadigmatic aspect
of NLP for me. The resonance of
two lovers, in the ideal case, when
there is no overwhelming power

strugglefromeitherside,isthemostmeaningful. Itisthehighestforrhofbeing
one yet being many (two)! This kind of dichotomy in relationships not only
does not strip us of meaning but makes us feel our deepest sensations. $uch
adichotomy makes ahigher level of vibration possible than when identitie! are
dissolved in participation. This is what I termed "Dancing in the Air" in
another article. I think to arrive at such relationships with other human beings
and nature, we need to learn the elements of resonance. Finding the modes of
resonance is finding the meaning of life!

Just looking at two individuals engaged in a conversation with resonating
signals, one can see the depth inherent in their relationship. They actually
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